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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 05/14/2023

Description 2024 Alliance RV Paradigm 340RL, Alliance RV Paradigm fifth wheel 340RL
highlights: Entry Closet Pantry/Hutch Large Bedroom Closet 18 Cu. Ft.
Refrigerator Two Bedroom Seats 50" Smart TV Travel to see family and friends
while living in this RV or while on vacation! You will love the spacious rear living
area thanks to the dual opposing slides which include the kitchen amenities and
the 50" Smart TV with pull-out fireplace storage. There is a dual recliner love seat
which is super comfortable and the floating dinette table with four chairs will be
perfect to dine at. The kitchen island includes a sink and counter space to utilize
many ways, plus there is dishwasher prep if you want to add that option. The full
bathroom is up the steps towards the front bedroom and includes a 61" x 30"
shower. You even have more floor space in the hallway thanks to the third slide
out which includes shelf storage, plus more shelves and a king bed in the
bedroom. The Paradigm fifth wheels by Alliance RV are functional, high-quality,
and luxurious for an unforgettable camping experience. There are three A/C units
and a 40K BTU furnace to keep you comfortable year around, and you'll
appreciate additional convenient amenities, like the all-in-one enclosed/heated
utility center and the color coded and numbered wiring. A Rota-Flex pin box
comes standard for hassle-free towing, along with Super-G 4,400 lb. rated tires
and Dexter 7,000 lb. axles. You'll love the kitchen with its LG solid surface
countertops and Insignia range, plus there is LED motion lighting in the pantry and
a Maxx fan with a rain sensor to keep everything fresh when making dinner. Each
model also includes an HD Smart TV in the living room and bedroom, plus a
Winegard Air 360 antenna to keep you connected to the outside world. And of
course there are a variety of options you can choose from to further customize
your fifth wheel; dual pane windows, Super Solar Plus, slide out awning toppers,
and generator prep or a generator to name a few!
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 92665
VIN Number: 7M5FP3824RB204410
Condition: New
Length: 37
GVW: 16500
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 3

Item address Toms River, New Jersey, United States
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